Purpose -The paper aims to discuss the critical issue of learning and knowledge convergence in knowledge-intensive organizations, and to provide practical guidelines for effective strategies.
applications from a learning perspective based on an extensive literature review and action research.
Theoretical abstractions of knowledge management are not easy. This is not only due to the complexity of the phenomenon but also to the contextual nature of knowledge. The extended analysis of several KM frameworks let us claim that the learning dimension has been under-represented and underestimated. The inevitable relation of knowledge and learning seems to be taken for granted in most of approaches. Learning is also a contextual phenomenon where performance is contingent on designing educational goals effectively and promoting active participation of learners. In our research approach we place the emphasis of our analysis on knowledge-intensive organizations such as research units, R&D departments and consulting firms.
The basic scenario in this context (see Figure 1 ) is the formulation of project teams that cooperatively accomplish tasks and develop reports on their results (deliverables). The knowledge capacities of team members as well as the team dynamics are utilizing a knowledge management infrastructure, which permits the creation of new knowledge. This intuitive abstraction recognizes a two level approach on knowledge management, the individual and the team level. This distinction is not novel. Nonaka (1994) provides a framework of knowledge conversions. The distinction of individual, group, organization and inter-organizational levels sets a four-tier approach. A similar approach is provided by Heldund and Nonaka (1993) , who, through a two-dimensional matrix of knowledge type (artifact/tacit) and a four-level distinction (individual, group, organization, interorganizational domain), provide a mapping tool of knowledge that is in general transformed in a business environment.
The aim of this paper is three-fold. First, based on action research conducted in the ELTRUN research group, we map the dynamic flows in knowledge-intensive organizations. Second, we elaborate the findings through comparisons with current theoretical developments in the area of knowledge management and learning. Finally, this paper provides an initial framework that can be used as a basis for further research in this area.
Dynamic flows in knowledge intensive organizations
In Figure 2 we depict two entities that are the main actors in projects within knowledge-intensive organizations. The person carries experiences, skills, knowledge, cognition and a learning capacity, which are realized in behavior and attitudes. The project team, which utilizes team synergy in order to achieve the desired objectives, is a qualitative whole in a knowledge-intensive organization. The concept of culture is also important here (cf. Lopez et al., 2004) , since the concept of team is not a solid whole with distinct borders, but rather a dynamic formation. Shared meaning emerges through any action that is undertaken while working in a project. Figure 1 The basic scenario in a knowledge intensive organization
The neat and simple interaction presented in Figure 2 is not representative of practice. In knowledge-intensive organizations, several individuals and a number of project teams interact, forming a spaghetti-like group of relationships. A kind of network is realized with the various nodes playing an important role that merits research investigation.
The dynamic flows between these two entities are rarely explicit in nature. The dynamics of the individual and the team working together on a project formulate a contextual environment where information technology is used to facilitate the value exchanges. Four kinds of dynamic flows are depicted:
1. team formation; 2. knowledge flow; 3. behavioral change; and 4. learning.
These ''flows'' are knowledge transformation mechanisms. The knowledge capacity of each person is in a continuing exchange with the environment of the individual, which can be the team or the organization.
Knowledge flow is a dynamic concept (Nissen and Levitt, 2002 ) that relates to the characteristic of humans to constitute teams that share a common objective and thus facilitate the exchange of knowledge. In this context the critical question is the nature of knowledge. To this end, a number of knowledge category models have been proposed (McAdam and McCreedy, 1999) . A number of characteristics of knowledge have been distinguished providing the dimensions for categorization. The traditional approach seems to be the selection of two characteristics and the justification of a two-dimensional matrix where the specified kinds of knowledge are presented. Such abstraction is easily understandable, but is perhaps simplistic. In the literature a number of knowledge categories models can be identified. The model of Boisot (1987) recognizes two critical characteristics of knowledge:
1. diffusion; and 2. codification.
Figure 2 Dynamic flows in knowledge intensive organizations
Proprietary, personal, public knowledge as well as common sense are the four suggested types of knowledge. A criticism of this model is based on the observation that knowledge that is not codified and is not diffused is not necessarily knowledge that is not exploited. The person in their daily practice refers to this knowledge and acts according to a specific context. Hahn and Subramani (2000) provide a very interesting approach that investigates a framework of knowledge management systems using two basic dimensions:
1. the locus of knowledge; and 2. the level of the a priori structure.
These two dimensions determine the boundaries for four quadrants, where several applications are positioned in order to support knowledge management. In each quadrant specific knowledge types are determined, providing an overview of knowledge types that require specific support through ICTs. Nonaka and colleagues (Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995) promote the well-known distinction of tacit and explicit knowledge, which seems to be a manifestation in knowledge management, since in its simplistic categorization describes the admission of hidden and revealed knowledge.
Learning flow corresponds to the archetype of human behavior that through action and feedback promotes the understanding and adoption to the environment. The contextual character of learning is of critical importance. Individuals, teams and organizations have a learning capacity, which is not simply a cumulative result of individual contributions. A number of theories concerning learning have been identified for every context mentioned earlier. In an organizational context, Argyris (Argyris, 1976; Argyris and Schön, 1978; Argyris, 1991 Argyris, , 1993 proposes double-loop learning theory, which pertains to learning to change underlying values and assumptions. Double-loop theory is based upon a ''theory of action'' perspective outlined by Argyris and Schön (1978) . This perspective examines reality from the point of view of human beings as actors. Changes in values, behavior, leadership, and helping others, are all part of, and informed by, the actors' theory of action. An important aspect of the theory is the distinction between an individual's espoused theory and their ''theory-in-use'' (what they actually do); bringing these two into congruence is a primary concern of double-loop learning. Typically, interaction with others is necessary to identify the conflict.
There are four basic steps in the action theory learning process:
1. discovery of espoused and theory-in-use; 2. invention of new meanings; 3. production of new actions; and 4. generalization of results. Double-loop learning involves applying each of these steps to itself. In double-loop learning, assumptions underlying current views are questioned and hypotheses about behavior are tested publicly. The end result of double-loop learning should be increased effectiveness in decision-making and better acceptance of failures and mistakes.
At the individual level, many learning theories investigate the phenomenon of learning. Two interesting approaches are provided by Bloom and Krathwohl (1984) and Shuell (1992) . Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Goals and the concept of learning function describe the concept of educational objectives while Shuell promotes a value carrier. Lytras et al. (2002a, b, c) , through an integration of educational goals and learning functions, propose nine learning processes that potentially set the context of learning.
At the team level a number of theories promote the role of group as a learning facilitator. Action learning (Watkins and Marsick, 1993) (ARL Inquiry, 1996) can be defined as a process in which a group of people comes together more or less regularly to help each other to learn from their experience. ''Cooperative learning'' (Bossert, 1988; Kagan, 1992 Team formation is one more dynamic flow, which needs further investigation that goes beyond the scope of this paper. The coherence of the team requires flows that prove to the members the value of the integration. Bird (1989) and Hackman (1990) have identified five parameters that promote the effectiveness of a team. These are:
2. values; 3. processes; 4. structure; and 5. perceived business performance.
Finally behavioral change (Bandura, 1977) enlightens the way in which individuals transform their behavior according to feedback they gain from participation in bigger social constructions. According to behaviorists, learning can be defined as the relatively permanent change in behavior brought about as a result of experience or practice. In fact, the term ''learning theory'' is often associated with the behavioral view. The focus of the behavioral approach is on how the environment impacts overt behavior. The psychomotor domain is associated with overt behavior when writing instructional objectives. In the behavioral approach, we assume that the mind is a ''black box'' that we cannot see into. The only way we know what is going on in the mind, according to most behaviorists, is to look at overt behavior. The feedback loop that connects overt behavior to stimuli that activate the senses has to be studied extensively.
The previous analysis sets a context through the admission that some patterns of relationships contextually describe knowledge transformations without taking into account the socio-technical nature of the phenomenon. In other words the relevance of KM applications to support these relationships is something that needs justification. If we expand the basic construct by adding the organizational level, then a richer picture of relationships is revealed. Indeed, knowledge transfer stimulates learning across different levels (Sun and Scott, 2005; Sambamurthy and Subramani, 2005 ) that need to be acknowledged. In Figure 3 , the person, the team and the organization define dynamic flows that are of critical importance in knowledge-intensive organizations.
'' Dynamic flows between two entities are rarely explicit in nature. ''
Learning and knowledge flow link together person(s) and the organization as well as team(s) and the organization. Of course, team-to-team linkages can be defined as well as person-to-person relationships (for simplicity, these are not depicted in Figure 3 ). These patterns of relationships imply specific scenarios of knowledge exploitation. The next step in our research approach is focusing on the socio-technical dimension of the phenomenon of knowledge transformations and dynamic flows.
Knowledge management support frameworks
In the KM literature several ways to categorize KM applications can be found (Nissen et al., 2000; Binney, 2001; Lee and Hong, 2002) . Lee and Hong (2002) link IT applications to a four-stage knowledge life cycle. Binney (2001) recognizes six elements on the KM spectrum (i.e. transactional, analytical, asset management, process, developmental, innovation and creation) and corresponds various knowledge management applications and enabling technologies to each element.
A common approach in knowledge management is the analysis of the phenomenon from two perspectives -the process-centered and the product-centered approaches (Hansen et al., 1988; Koehn and Abecker, 1997) . Woods and Sheina (1998) promote a categorization of applications that support these two aspects of knowledge management, using the two basic approaches of knowledge management and mapping several KM applications in a two-dimensional map. Figure 4 provides an overview of the suggested positioning. Applications include file management systems, shared files, full text retrieval, push technology, real time messaging, e-mail, semantic analysis, intranet, knowledge maps, structured document repositories, white-boarding, automatic profiling, net conferencing and discussion groups.
The depicted allocation of applications gives an overview of technologies and two coordinates can be assigned to each position. A critical question concerning positioning is which is the scale in each dimension? What is the maximum considered abstraction of a knowledge product? Are there any ingredients that are realized incrementally through the Figure 3 The knowledge management intra-organizational landscape employment of specific technological components? In the knowledge as a process dimension, despite the simplification of emphasis on knowledge transfer, we have to answer the critical question concerning scaling. In this approach several other contributions provide insight. Especially in the case of knowledge as a process, the relation of applications to several knowledge processes is a common approach. Nissen et al. (2000) , provide an interesting approach concerning this aspect. They distinguish three levels of knowledge management, namely:
1. organizational level KM;
2. group level; and 3. individual level.
In Figure 5 we present their classification, which pays special attention to the distinction of the three levels. Their presentation is based on an amalgamated KM model which is a result of the integration of four other models. This model recognizes six knowledge management processes: Figure 4 The process-centered and product-centered approaches in KM software Figure 5 Organizational level systems and practices At the organizational level, Nissen et al. (2000) provide a number of applications and practices that seem to support each specified KM process. At the stage of knowledge creation, they depict the importance of business intelligence, R&D practices, the Benchmarking approach and data mining as well as artificial intelligence. In the subsequent phases they emphasize the importance of knowledge maps, semantics networks, data warehouses and reports. It is obvious that the distribution process, where a number of systems and practices are recognized, has a special role in the whole continuum.
At the group and the individual (see Figure 6 ) level the depicted practices and systems present an accumulation in the organize and distribute phase. It seems that the key issue in KM support is the distribution of knowledge. But the critical question is: ''How can the distribution of knowledge be secured if the extensive codification of knowledge is not promoted at a previous stage?''. Moreover, this classification does not pay any attention to learning capacity. Our understanding of these applications just to the extent that they facilitate work practices is limited unless we reveal their capability to support learning initiatives that, ultimately, increase the capacity for effective action. Moreover, the learning dimension is underlying in any system; unless users are able to align their behavior and attitudes to the requirements of the systems, the capabilities of these systems will not be fully exploited. Unfortunately the intangible nature of knowledge makes the ROI analysis of knowledge management systems a difficult task. This process-oriented approach provides an insight to the phenomenon of knowledge management and in the environment of a knowledge-intensive organization can justify implementations.
Figure 6 Group and individual level systems and practices
A similar approach is provided by Lee and Hong (2002) , who recognize a four-stage KM life cycle and juxtapose specific IT applications to each stage. Figure 7 provides an overview of their proposition.
Also in this approach the learning dimension of knowledge management is disregarded. This is really a very weak point in the models if we consider knowledge management as a sequential series of stages. The knowledge infrastructure in an organization must not be considered using a linear perspective of knowledge management. The empowerment of learning capability in an organization is a continuing process where specific technologies must enable the management of human resources. Drucker (1992) stated that: ''it is safe to assume that anyone with any knowledge will have to acquire new knowledge every four or five years or become obsolete''.
An interesting categorization of KM technologies is provided by Binney (2001) . In this mapping in the developmental stage of the spectrum, a number of knowledge management applications are recognized as being of critical importance, and some enabling technologies are depicted (Figure 8 ).
In the next section the focus of our research is concentrated on revisiting this learning dimension. Knowledge exploitation as a dynamic flow requires extensive learning capabilities in the direction of building competences. The revelation of the underlying logic forces the extensive analysis of infrastructures that support the realization of these flows. One of the most important obstacles in knowledge management is the persistence of descriptive models that unfortunately provide only formalization with limited practical implications. In this direction this paper expands further the ideas and the research presented by Lytras et al. (2002c) .
Knowledge management and learning convergence
Our review, so far, provides evidence that the knowledge management literature presents extensive accounts and classifications of knowledge management systems, but fails to associate their role with the learning dimension of knowledge management. In the quest for a knowledge management and learning convergence we have carried out systematic research in the past four years investigating the relationship of these two concepts. In a Figure 7 IT applications and KM life cycle recent publication (Lytras et al., 2002b) we propose an integrated e-learning knowledge management framework, which recognizes two basic transformations (Figure 9 ). The two circles in the figure represent two basic transformations. The first is summarized in a six-stage KM life cycle model that is responsible for general knowledge management purposes. The second is a learning-oriented KM life cycle, which is responsible for the adoption of a general learning object to reusable learning content. The second circle is based on a clear position that learning content is not guaranteed from general information/knowledge resources unless a specific adoption process for learning is undertaken. The second cycle depicts six learning-oriented processes, namely: The underlying concept is that a kind of learning product is the value carrier in a learning context. The ingredients of this product include needs, knowledge, motivation elements, team synergy, problem solving capacity and packaging, which are realized through the Figure 8 Enabling technologies mapped to the KM spectrum employment of the six learning-oriented processes. It is worth noting that the two correlated transformations take into account learning both as a process and as a product.
In close relation to the work of Nissen et al. (2000) the conceptualization of learning as a process gives an opportunity to map specific applications to each stage (Lytras and Doukidis, 2001 ). The applications depicted in Figure 10 give an overview of applications or application modules that empower a learning environment. Tools for needs assessment and on-line survey tools help the recognition of learning needs and promote the personalization and customization to learning needs. One of the most important problems in e-learning is the static content that limits the performance and the willingness of learners to enroll in e-learning courses. In the adoption phase the information resources are manipulated in Figure 10 IT applications for learning support Figure 9 The integrated e-learning knowledge management framework order to match educational objectives and to become meaningful learning units. Special concern to metadata and semantics as well as profiling systems and templates according to HCI theories is paid. In the attract stage, where the subject of research is the realization of motivational elements, help modules, multimedia and interactivity tools as well as systems that promote problem-solving are very important. The engagement stage facilitates the active participation of (e)-learners to the learning content, and from this perspective a number of applications are considered to promote the engagement:
B role-playing games;
B business simulation tools;
B interactive case studies;
B presentation tools; B groupware; and B collaboration tools.
In the learn phase, the learning effort must be evaluated. Given the complexity of the phenomenon of learning, this stage requires sophisticated systems that in general are absent in the majority of learning management systems. Such applications include feedback tools, evaluation systems, Bloom's taxonomy tools, learning processes pool, learning scenarios builder, and behavior analyzers. Finally, in the use stage, transfer tools, packaging tools, intranets, extranets, internet, and integration with critical business applications (EAI) expand the information highways that bring together learners and content.
In previous work we have proposed a multidimensional dynamic e-learning model (Lytras and Pouloudi, 2001; Lytras et al., 2002a, b, c) , which recognizes three critical dimensions for the effectiveness of learning initiatives that utilize information and communication technologies:
1. knowledge management;
2. e-learning pedagogy; and 3. application integration.
The implication of this model is that dynamic learning environments (Lytras et al., 2002a, b, c) require a concerted and concentrated effort in exploring the complex nature of learning at the individual, the team and the organization levels.
A first implication of our approach is the capability to propose a two-dimensional map according to the model proposed by Woods and Sheina (1998) , which gives emphasis to the categorization of several applications that support learning. In Figure 11 , learning as a process and learning as a product are depicted on the two axes. In each dimension there is a scale according to the distinctions that were made: learning product is a combination of six elements and there are six learning processes that describe the life cycle of learning.
This two-dimensional abstraction can be used in order to provide an overview of technological components that potentially empower the learning performance within business units or organizations. In most cases, descriptive knowledge management models fall short of providing practical implications since they only pay attention to the modeling of knowledge flows without taking into account how descriptive narrations can support instrumental and normative aspects of practice. The proposed categorization of Figure 11 provides an insight into how several applications support specific value constellations within a business context from a learning perspective. In this categorization the specified scaling permits the anticipation of the potential capacity of each technological component to realize the several value components of the learning product as well as to support specific learning processes. For several applications this could be a multifaceted consideration for their placement in the theoretical abstraction.
This map requires extensive explanation. The basic idea is that the two-fold approach to learning can be realized in business units if a number of infrastructures provide knowledge and at the same time support a learning web. The word ''infrastructure'' refers not only to IT applications but also to ''soft'' issues that reveal the role of the social parameters that constitute a socio-technical environment. In this direction the research work of Hahn and Subramani (2000) proposes an interesting approach for categorization. In contrast to traditional matrix models that usually specify types of knowledge according to specific characteristics, as noted earlier, Hahn and Subramani (2000) map KM infrastructures according to the locus of knowledge and the level of a priori structure (Figure 12 ). A first comment is the fact that knowledge is considered to be either on artifacts or in individuals. This distinction poses a critical question: can knowledge not be found in teams or organizations? Perhaps this distinction implies that these two locations are the final points of reference, since organization and team are considered to be a social integration of person. In our opinion this distinction is really useful and quite sophisticated in its simplicity but it could be expanded further. The locus of knowledge could be the team as well as the organization, and in a way the inter-organizational environment as well. Concerning the Figure 12 Framework for knowledge management support Figure 11 The process-centered and product-centered approaches in learning software second dimension of Hahn and Subramani's (2000) model, we argue that the structured or unstructured knowledge can support many different scenarios of exploitation. Knowledge is considered to be the capacity for effective action. From this perspective one critical concern is to reveal the capacity of learning to provide a continuous loop that increases knowledge sharing and knowledge creation towards the quest of organizational performance.
Bringing together our earlier propositions we put forward a framework of knowledge management support, based on the work of Hahn and Subramani (2000) , that incorporates two basic revisions. First, it recognizes that the locus of knowledge or learning is not only an artifact or a person but also a team and the organization as a whole. Knowledge and learning dynamics is a critical characteristic of teams and organizations. From this perspective the level of a priori structure can have two different concentrations: on the one hand knowledge as a knowledge product and on the other learning as learning content. This addition to the perspective of Hahn and Subramani (2000) modifies their model and the four types of knowledge support that are distinguished in their model become 16.
In Figure 13 , the revised model is presented. In each of the 16 cells, specific IT applications are depicted, according to their capacity to promote the main scope of knowledge management. The propositions of the model describe in synopsis the underlying logic that is summarized by the knowledge management and learning convergence. This framework guides business managers as well as academics in the way that it correlates IT applications to specific knowledge and learning dynamic flows. The concept of flow is basically justified if we describe a channel that diffuses a kind of intangible product. In each cell of the proposed model a number of applications are highlighted.
Clearly the aim of this framework is not to suggest that knowledge-intensive organizations should use infrastructures across all 16 cells of the framework. Rather, the critical question is whether we can establish a learning and knowledge management infrastructure that can provide integrative services that match the requirements of the applications in the various cells. It sounds challenging, but it is the only way to establish effective knowledge management infrastructures with embedded learning capacity. Figure 13 presents a general framework of knowledge management applications that is normative rather than descriptive in the sense that the underlying logic is based on the explicit link of knowledge management and learning. More specifically, it has been argued that the contextual character of knowledge and learning demand a holistic approach to knowledge management. This framework is not intended to become a how-to guide. Even though it can be used for guidance, the next step of the research requires an integrative approach. Knowledge management is not only descriptive but has to be interpreted as a facilitating canvas for the daily work of individuals and teams within organization as well as for the long term efficiency of work processes through ongoing learning. This understanding will release the myopic distinction of knowledge and learning. The ultimate objective is the integration of dispersed applications in order to exploit the knowledge management and learning infrastructure. The knowledge value chain of Lee and Hong (2002) has to support the four areas of knowledge management emphasis proposed by Wiig (1998) , and in this direction the contribution of learning convergence proposed by Lytras et al. (2002a) is of critical importance. This integration is summarized in Figure 14 .
Research implications
The main underlying concept is the critical role of the human agent in knowledge management. Knowledge management is not a technological phenomenon but rather a qualitative shift in people's behavior within business environments that challenges knowledge sharing. Additionally, since learning is the main carrier of behavioral changes and a facilitator of commitment, these two archetypes converge. Especially in the case of knowledge-intensive organizations, where knowledge creation is the prerequisite to secure viability, learning performance relates directly to knowledge management effectiveness. The knowledge management infrastructure as a theoretical abstraction incorporates three of the four areas that were depicted by Wiig (1998) , and additionally incorporates the alignment of organizational strategy to a knowledge management philosophy direction. In the knowledge management processes section of Figure 14 the detailed analysis of the life cycle KM models are summarized in six processes that in a following section will be explained further.
In the center of the value chain the learning infrastructure is highlighted. Learning as a function and as a cornerstone in knowledge exploitation impacts every aspect of the whole model. This paper has explored in depth the convergence of knowledge management and learning. The proposed frameworks and models promote the continuous quest of the academic community to describe two of the most important resources of human beings -knowledge and learning. We argue that the proposed abstractions move the field forward by generating new insights into the role of knowledge management systems in knowledge-intensive organizations. We hope that these will generate interest for further research in this area.
Figure 14
The knowledge management and learning infrastructure
Our current research emphasizes the integration of semantics to abstract models to contribute towards a new generation of knowledge and learning management systems. Our involvement in the AIS SIG on Semantic Web and Information Systems (see www.sigsemis.org) provides a new context for the integration of emerging technologies to knowledge management practices. We are developing an integrated approach to the management of knowledge and learning content through an extensive analysis of the required semantics for each of the strategies that we proposed in this paper. We believe that the next years will be a semantic web primer for knowledge management approaches.
